CEO G E Information Services.
welcomed the entire group.
At a presentation the following
morning, he introduced Tom Whidden.
Tom was the tactician for the US
Americas Cup Team who recently
succeeded in returning the famous
trophy to the United States from
Australia. Tom talked to the
Markmakers and guests giving a very
interesting slide presentation of the
event itself but with some underlying
messages he reviewed the previous
Americas Cup contest with Australia
where for the first time in history, the
Aussies wrested the cup from the
States. He explained what it had been
like for them in the US team to suffer
defeat at the hands of the Australians.
and then to have to deal with the
process of coming back frombehind. He
drew many analogies between the
experiences that he had a s their
tactician, and those often experienced
in business, and indeed, experienced
by G E Information Services. He
stressed the necessity to deal with new
situations, to accept that they had
failed to win the Cup previously, but to
focus on winning in the future. He
stressed the need for cohesive team
work, but above all, the necessity of
having that winning vision, because
without that, there can be no winning.
Through their competence in delivery,
he felt the US team had beenable to win
the Americas Cup back from their
Australian friends down under.
Following Tom's fascinating talk,
the Group drove to the Western coast
and then boarded the Jolly Roger, an
original five masted sailing ship for a
cruise along the shoreline of the Island
while they had lunch and generally
made the most of the sun and sea to
relax and enjoy themselves.
In the evening, followingthe pirate
scene set by the Jolly Roger trip in the
afternoon, the Group attended a
shipwreck party held on the beach by
the hotel. Everyone attending the party
came dressed in shipwreck costume,
some looked decidedly more wrecked
than others! There was Caribbean
entertainment during the evening with
limbo dancing which left most of the
audience breathless. The limbo
dancws invitedthemore plucky ones to
come and give it a try and many found
out that their kneee joints were not
quite so supple as they had thought!
Nevertheless, it provided a good deal of
amusement for everybody there.
The next day saw a significant test
of intelligence and driving skills.
corgbined with navigational expertise
for the Group. In fours, the Group took
mini mokes, a small jeep, on, a drive

Mr & W s Jack Griffin on board the Jolly
Roger.

JackGriffin was honoured by the
President & CEO, Tony Craig during the
meeting when he was presented with a
commemorativesignet ring
acknowledging Jackas the only person to
have won a place on all 10 Markmakers
events. A very special award for a very
special man - you can just see the ring in
the picture above.
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from one end of the Island, right to the
other. Each Group was given a set of
clues to help them find their way along
the route. All the clues had to be
answered correctly in order to win the
Funfari contest, as it was called. Fifty
cars set off over a period of an hour and
a half and journeyed their way along
the tiny roads of Barbados, some
findingthe answers to the clues, others
not caring too much but just generally
enjoying the beautiful scenery and the
good weather. The end of the Funfari
was lunch at a seasiderestaurant right
on the northern tip of the Island, the
opwsite end from Sam Lords Castle.
people felt that the Funfari in
itself was perhaps the highspot of the
whole Marlanalters event, providing as
it did, a very relaxed way for the entire
Groupto takealookat many parts of the
Island which they would not otherwise
have seen,but to do so ia a totally Dontowistic waycand at the same tfme to
have funansweringthe questiom set to
help them navigate.
Friday morning saw -a range of
optionsavailableto theGroupto take in
seminars on such things a s self
defence. Bajan cookery, drink mixing,
or just simply to play any kind of sport
that they might wish. Many indeed,
decided to play the sport of mubathing
which by this time had become v e q
popular! Fridaywas adayof relaxation
and many people felt that they were
g
e
m into the w a n lifestyleto the
extent that relaxation was the thhg to
do by this time on the trip.
On the Fricfay evening carme the
main spectacular event of Markmakers X. A formal GaIa Dinner was
held that night with all d the ladies in
beautiful evening dresses and the
gentlemen wearing black tie and
dinner 8 m 0 h g jackets. Entertainment
was provided at the dinner by Wayne
Covington and his 20 man Big Band,
with cabaret being provided by the
h ~ o u r o u sjuggler. Michael Davies.
Michael Davies whose international
reputation has been growing in recent
years, amazed the audience with the
virtuosityofhisjugglingwhichiacludes
juggling with a knife, a cleav& and an
egg, together with his very sharp wit
and humour. The eveningfinished very
late, and for some, the sun had h d y
risen before they winded their way
towards.their roo*.
Saturday morning saw departure
for m a t people Prom Barbad- and a
happy comlwion to what had been an
enjoyableand pleaswable event for al-l
concerned. A fitting reward to t h o s ~
whohelpedmake1986a atroqywu for
the Campmy.

I International Communicatior Workshop. .
-

Europe's leading change agent, the
Leadership and Communication
Workshopbroke new ground in May. A
joint European1U.S. Workshop took
place in Verona, Italy, led by Larry De
Monaco and Angus Reynolds and
supported by Vice Presidents John
Sidgmore and Giuliano Venturi. The
event heralded another step towards
the Company's vision of one global
organisation and led to the not
surprising conclusion that the two
areas are not that different when it
comes to viewing the Global Information Services Business. Whilst the
participant's of both Areas found it
more difficult to identify with the goals
and direction of the others' Vice
President, they had little difficulty in
achieving open, frank and valuable
communication with each other,
Mirko Bassetti and
Marie Node Gibon. - - Franco Dell-Oca in pensive
mood.

particularly in the four consulting
sessions where Company leadership,
its vision and direction, and the change
needs the organisation as a whole
faces, were debated. The workshop's
objectives of lateral and vertical
communication were fully realised.
The significant difference was the ease
with which the two cultures merged to
seek one identity. To quote one US
participant:
"In the sessions with the VP's
individually, I saw them respond to
issues and take action items; in the
combinedsession I saw clear signs that
we might be all pointing the same way
after all. This has not always been so."
The leadership and communication workshop issa process of interactive communication designed to
encourage people to openly communicate with each other in a team

I Giuliano Venturi.

Lending Support to Integration and Change

Herbert Steinbach.Larry de Monaco, Lin Register. &mdi Santiago. Giuliano Venturi, JohnSidgmore, Mirh Baesetti, Sumo
Cangiano. Franco Dell-Oca, Meria Noelle Qboa, Manfred Berner, JeffMaclain, Angus Reynolds, Caroline North, JaniceOrmtt,
Maurizio Amammato. Izey Franco.

environment, to take ownership in
raising issues which are too often
ignored or misunderstood and as a
group to openly speak up to the Vice
President onissues of concernor where
clarificationis sought. It also serves as
a forum for ideas and creativity from
the field.
The process begins by seeking to
develop the meaning of leadership and
how different styles of leadership are
effective or ineffective. The workshop
goes on to encourage people to seek
their own vision of their's and thecompany's future and ends with a
strategic analysis of the organisation
using the Noel Tichy strategic analysis
matrix as the basis for communicating
issues to auliano. At each stage of the
two and half day workshop maximum
use is made of team consultation and
obtaining consensus views.
The European organisation has
now run eight workshops and the ninth

is planned for October this year. The
extended group consulting session in
Verona proved so successful that
future workshops will become orientated to team approaches - building
trust between groups, inviting
ownership of issues and the breaking
down of individual and organisational
resistance to change.
"The workshop has evolved since
we first started in August 1985". says
Angus Reynolds. "The module remains
flexible in order to respond to shifting
patterns of issues and constant change
requirements. It is only recently we
have seen the team building opportunity float to the surface as a natural
ingredient for future workshops using
the advanced techniques developed in
Crotonville."
It is the communication need that
exposes lack of teamwork and
communication remains the primary
goal of the workshop, across all

borders. In this particular workshop it
seems that progress was made:
"If the objective was to move
towards a common goal or vision. I
believe we made good progress, to the
extent that those participating in the
class could see a commodity of purpose and direction - and can clearly
pass that word on".
The continueduse of theworkshop
as a unifying and issueraising vehicle
was more than justified in another
statement from a member of the class:
" - overall very worthwhile from
my point of view - purely from the
aspect of being forced to stop and think
about issues which normally are either
ignored or, worse, misunderstood".
All things being equal, the same
group will reconvene in 9 months time
in a follow-up program in the United
States.

Executive Briefing Centre
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a recent visit to Amstelveen members
of the senior management of a major
European airline shared with us their
fears regarding the then looming
spectre of airline de-regulation in
Europe. In their collective view the
survival of their business depended
upon improvement in customer service
levels, especially in the air freight
market. They recognised that they
needed to invest heavily in their Data
Communications capability in order to
compete effectively with the U.S.
airlines in a deregulated European
market. Similarly,themanagement of a
large European bank explained that
international electronic banking
services formed a major part of their
strategy to offset SovereignDebt losses
in Third World countries. In each of
these cases G.E. Information Services
was being examined at close quarters
as a future business partner.
Client meetings of this type in the
EBC have contributed to our closing
some very large sales. Clients such a?
SNCAR in France. Caterpillar in
Switzerland and Belgium, ICCH in the
U.K. and GBA in the Netherlands have
each been hosted in the Centre. In John
Deacon's view: "The Executive Briefing Centresaves a number of sales calls
through our being able to assemble

expertise covering our full range of
services. This results in few questions
remaining unanswered and objections
being overcome on the spot. If you add
to that our ability to project image in a
facility which includes a briefing room
equipped with an impressive array of
audio-visual equipment and a relaxed
hospitality area capable of providing
haute-cuisine, you've got a highly
effective formula!'
In recognition of the effectiveness
of the Amstelveen Executive Briefing
Centre,a similar facility was opened in
the Rockville Maryland Centre in May
of this year. This Centrewas conceived
and built in under six months and its
current occupancy level is due in no
small part to the energy and resolve of
JohnRoeder who is the Manager of the
Rockville Executive Briefing Centre.
Each of these Centres represents the
response of G.E. Information Services
to the need for a venue where expert
commercial and technical minds may
meet.

As soon as a visit to the EBC is considered appropriate for a given sales
opportunity, please contact the
Amselveen EBC Administrator, Sandy
Lunter or EBC Manager, John Deacon
and check availability.
The EBC telephone number is
[Country code: 31) 20 5471531 and
Sandy's Quik-Comm address in 'EXEC!
Once a bookinghas beenmade and
meeting content decided John and
Sandy will usually organise additional
presenters, Supercentre tour guides,
Executivegifts,transport, cateringand
presentation equipment.
For first time users of the facility.
a rehearsal sessionthe day prior to the
meeting taking place is strongly
recommended.

Nokia Processing Centre

1

Seppo Auvinen - Noma.

Nokia Information Services (Nokia)
announced recently its plans to
establish a processing centre in
Finland with operations currently
scheduled to commence during the
second half of 1988.
This centre will enable Nokia to
provide domestic electronic data
interchange (EDI) services to Finnish
key industries such as distribution,
trade, transportation, electronics,
chemicals and paper manufacturing.
In addition, it is proposed that Nokia's
centre will be interconnectedto the GE
Information Services worldwide t e l s
processing network thus providing
international access to Nokia Finnish
clients.
In supporting the plan of its
distributor in Finland, GE Information
Services has expressed its willingness
to make available to Nokia, under
licence and on terms and conditions to
be agreed upon between parties, the
same software curently used by GE

Information Services in providing its
EDI*Express Service to its worldwide
client base.
This is the same ED1 service that
Nokia will market in Finland under its
existing distribution agreement with
GE ~nformationservices, until such
time as its domestic processing centre
is commissioned.
EDI*Express Service is designed
to enable companies to electronically
exchange documents in a secure
environmentquicklyandreliably. Such
documents include invoices, purchase
orders, freight bills, bills of lading,
order acknowledgements, and other
trading partner documents. This
capability is especially important in
any trading relationship where large
numbers of documents must change
hands. For example, a typical international trade bwiness transaction
can require the exchange of more than
40 different documentsamongover two
dozen
trading
partners.
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